The quantum dynamics of optomechanical systems was mostly studied for their fluctuations around classical steady states. We present a theoretical approach to determining the system observables of optomechanical systems as genuine quantum objects, for example, a coupled quantum mechanical oscillator to a cavity single photon. In this approach we study the dynamics of such systems in strong coupling regime. We find that, under strong optomechanical coupling, steady quantum states of optomechanical systems driven by continuous-wave single photons exhibit periodic oscillation and cavity noise considerably affects system observables.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optomechanical systems (OMS) provide a platform to study macroscopic quantum phenomena [1, 2] . Recent experiments have achieved the motional ground states of micro-nano oscillators [3] [4] [5] , creating the possibility toward manipulating macroscopic quantum objects. On the other hand, experimental systems are approaching the single-photon strong coupling regime [6] [7] [8] , where the radiation pressure of a single photon could displace mechanical oscillator by more than its zero-point uncertainty. Strong optomechanical coupling is useful to making the macroscopic superposition states proposed for testing quantum theory [9] [10] [11] .
The theoretical understanding on this novel regime of single photon and strong coupling optomechanics is under way too. The initial studies by Rabl [12] , Nunnenkamp and co-workers [13] , apply the linearized Langevin equation and/or the master equation about quantum fluctuations around classical steady states to find system observables. Another existing theoretical approach adopts the Schrödinger equation under the pure quantum state assumption which is valid in single-photon subspace and for negligible loss of mechanical oscillator [14, 15] . Other study involving strong optomechanical coupling can be found in [16] . Despite the progress, more appropriate treatment should be developed for quantum OMS that can not be simply described as classical steady state plus quantum fluctuation to have linearized equations of motion.
To have a clearer picture of the problem, we refer to the approach in the previous studies. This is the linearization of the Langevin equation from the Hamiltonian ( ≡ 1)
of a generic OMS, where g is the optomechanical coupling intensity, E the driver intensity, and ω c , ω m the cavity resonance frequency, mechanical frequency, respectively. Here we consider a continuous-wave driver with the central frequency ω 0 . In a frame rotating with the driver frequency ω 0 and diagonalizing the system Hamiltonian (the terms except for the driving term in (1)), the exact Langevin equation for the cavity mode readṡ
where ∆ = g 2 /ω m − ∆ 0 with ∆ 0 = ω c − ω 0 being the detuning of the driver frequency from the cavity frequency,Q m = ig/ω m (b † −b), and κ,ξ c the cavity damping rate and cavity noise operator, respectively. The effect of the nonlinear term, the third term on the righthand side of (2) , is canceled with the argument of weak driver in [12, 13] . In fact it is to perform a displacement a → α s +â, where the classical steady state value α s of the cavity field is proportional to the driver intensity E, so that Eq. (2) will be reduced to a tractable linear equation neglecting the higher order terms of E. The results based on such linearization are consistent with the numerical calculation with the master equation about the fluctuations around classical cavity steady states [13] , showing its equivalence to the practice of decomposing the system operators into classical steady state values plus quantum fluctuations (see, e.g. [18] ) adopted in most previous studies on OMS. However, in the situations of a cavity single photon coupled to a mechanical oscillator in quantum regime, there is no way to define a classical steady state for the single quantaâ since it is a quantum fluctuation itself. Then, for the single photon optomechanics, the effect of the nonlinear term in (2) should not be simply neglected to the dynamics of OMS, and any linearization for this type of problems is not appropriate.
In this work we present an approach that models OMS as quantized interacting oscillators (one cavity and one mechanical mode) which damp energy into their environment and are subject to quantum noise effects at the same time. This full quantum approach allows one to determine the system dynamics without the reliance on the classical configurations of OMS, because it is based on the evolution of quantum operators. Though the approach applies to the general coupling of OMS, we will primarily study the physics of quantum OMS in strong coupling regime by illustrating the evolution of the relevant system observables and clarifying the physical factors to determine their values. Moreover, the effects of quantum noise can be well captured in the approach.
II. SYSTEM EVOLUTION AND OBSERVABLES
We start with the quantum state evolution of a generic OMS governed by the master equation ( ≡ 1)
with the system Hamiltonian [17]
in the interaction picture (the purpose for adopting the interaction picture will be seen below), where n th = (e ωm/kB T − 1) −1 is the thermal phonon number at the temperature T , and κ, γ m the cavity and mechanical damping rate, respectively. Here we definex m = (b +b ρ)/2 is the dissipator in Lindblad form. The initial state of OMS is prepared as ρ(0) = |0 c 0| ⊗ ρ th , the tensor product of cavity vacuum and mechanical thermal state. As in solving the Langevin equation in (2), the nonlinear coupling term in (4) makes it difficult to find the analytical solution to the master equation in (3).
Here we provide a method to calculate the expectation value Ô S = T r S {Ô S ρ(t)} of a system operatorÔ S without the solution ρ(t) to the master equation in (3). To do this, we look at the combinations of OMS and their reservoirs. The damping of cavity field and mechanical oscillator can be described in terms of a linear coupling of the system operatorsĉ i =â,b with the quantum noise operatorsξ c ,ξ m of the cavity and mechanical reservoir, respectively. In this picture the overall evolution for the combination of an OMS and its associated reservoirs is determined by the following unitary evolution operator of stochastic Hamiltonian [19] 
where T stands for a time-ordered operation,B i (t) = t 0ξ i (τ )dτ , γ i = κ, γ m , andĤ S (t) takes the form in the interaction picture. The stochastic operators dB i and their conjugates satisfy the Ito's rules corresponding to the correlators ξ c (t)ξ † c (t 
of the mechanical thermal bath; see Ref. [19] for the details. Tracing out the reservoir degrees of freedom in the increment by infinitesimal transformation,Û (t + dt, t)ρ(t)Û † (t + dt, t)−ρ(t), restores the master equation in (3). The density matrixρ(t) for the combination of OMS and reservoir is assumed to factorize at t = 0, i.e.ρ(0) = ρ(0) ⊗ ρ R with ρ R being the tensor product of cavity reservoir vacuum state and mechanical reservoir thermal state. The expectation value of a system operator can be rewritten withÛ (t, 0) as
whereÛ 0 (t, 0) = exp{−i(ω câ †â + ω mb †b )t} converts the state in the interaction picture to that of the Schrödinger picture.
For any operatorÔ S =f (ĉ i ,ĉ
III. DECOMPOSITION OF SYSTEM-RESERVOIR EVOLUTION
We will find the expectation value of a system op-
) over the initial system state plus reservoir state. The total unitary evolution operatorÛ (t, 0), however, involves the driving on cavity, the optomechanical coupling, as well as the coupling between system and reservoirs, which are not mutually commutative quantum processes. To simplify the calculation of system operator transformations under such overall unitary evolution, we will need the following decompositions
and
, of a timeordered exponential. The proof of the two decompositions is given in Appendix A.
First, applying (7) to (5), we separate out a unitary evolution operatorV D (t, 0) of the system-reservoir coupling so that the overall unitary evolution operator can be decomposed into the formÛ (t, 0) =V
i )} describes the coupling between the system and reservoirs.
The unitary operationV
i (t ′ )dt ′ being the induced quantum colored noise operators satisfying the commutation relation
see Appendix B for the proof. From now on, one will rewrite the expectation value of a system operator as
This expectation value will be therefore determined by the transformationsV † S (t, 0)ĉ iVS (t, 0), together witĥ V † D (t, 0)ĉ iVD (t, 0) that are similar to Eq. (9) [21] . Next, using Eq. (8), we will separate the pure driving process and the optomechanical process in the unitary evolution operatorV S (t, 0) = T exp{−i
, consists of the actions by the external driver alone and the noisen c (t, τ ) from the vacuum reservoir. The form of the optomechanical coupling evolution operator (7) and (8), from which we havê
being the transformed displacement and momentum operator of the mechanical oscillator, as well as the transformed cavity operator
In (13), the functions due to the displacement by the external driver and cavity noise operator inV E (τ, 0) are respectively found as
The unitary evolution operator for the combination of OMS and reservoirs has now been decomposed aŝ
. Such decomposition of a quantum physical process into three dependent but simplified ones makes it possible to find the transformationsÛ † (t, 0)ĉ iÛ (t, 0) of the basic OMS operators. As it will be shown below, the contributions to a system observable from the different factors, e.g., the external driving and the optomechanical coupling, can be seen by such decomposition as well. It is therefore convenient for the approach to study the system dynamics in various different regimes, as one adjusts the system parameters to the decomposed processes.
IV. DYNAMICAL AND NOISE EFFECTS
Now we go back to study the physics of quantum OMS with the above decomposition technique. The infinite product expression for the unitary evolution operatorV OM (t, 0) inV S (t, 0) =V E (t, 0)V OM (t, 0) enables one to obtain an analytical form of the transformation V † S (t, 0)âV S (t, 0) (see Appendix C for the details). For a weak drive of E/κ ≪ 1, its average over the initial cavity vacuum state reads 
wherê
includes the correction to the drive operatorĜ(t, τ ) defined in (13) by the induced cavity colored noisen c with the correlation
The extra phase Θ(τ ) = 2
is due to the non-commutativity betweenX m (t, τ ) and
simply arises from the pure driving processV E (t, 0).
A. Weak coupling limit
In the weak coupling limit g ≪ κ, the average V † S (t, 0)âV S (t, 0) c could be approximated by the term
in the lowest g order of Eq. (15), in addition to the pure driving and noise correction terms. Showing the antiStokes and Stokes sidebands, this approximation well explains the physics of OMS in linearized and weakcoupling regime. An important feature in our approach is that a system observable should be found as the average of a transformed system operator over the initial state of both OMS and reservoir. The average over reservoir state manifests the mechanical and cavity noise corrections to the system observable. For instance, the colored mechanical noise operatorn m inX m (t, τ ) andP m (t, τ ) of (15) corrects the mean cavity photon number n P = â †â . In the lowest order, which well describes the weak couping regime, it changes the photon number by
at T = 0 (extra terms containing n th will be added for a system at the temperature T > 0). The correc- tions in the higher orders can be calculated with Wick's theorem to sum up the products of n †
The contribution of these correlators to photon number n P is rather small under the condition γ m ≪ κ. Fig. 1 illustrates the proportion of such correction, R m = ∆n P /n P where n P = (l † +D * 1 )(l+D 1 ) +∆n P , in the total mean cavity photon number of the weak coupling regime, showing that ∆n P will become more negligible with the increasing quality factor of mechanical oscillator.
B. Transition from weak coupling to strong coupling regime
Before we discuss the cavity noise effect, we take a look at the effect of optomechanical coupling on cavity observables as an OMS undergoes the transition from weak coupling to strong coupling regime. Here we take the cavity quadrature X c = â +â † / √ 2 for illustration. From Eq. (15) the further averages are taken over the initial mechanical oscillator and reservoir state to obtain the numerical values of X c . Fig. 2 shows the real-time evolution of X c for three different optomechanical coupling intensities. For the weakest coupling, the pure drive processV E (t, 0) is dominant in the total procesŝ V S (t, 0) =V E (t, 0)V OM (t, 0), and X c will finally tend to √ 2Re{α s }, where α s corresponds to the classical steady state value forâ. In the limit g = 0, the system will reach a static steady quantum state, with the cavity being in a coherent state, after a sufficiently long time. More significant effect ofV OM (t, 0) with increasing coupling introduces the periodic oscillation patterns to the function X c (t), after this observable becomes stable. Given different detuning of the external driver, the stably oscillating quantum states ρ s (t) of OMS differ greatly in strong coupling regime. This can be shown by the quadrature functions X c (t) = T r S {ρ s (t)(â +â † )/ √ 2} in Fig. 3 . The specific superposition of the harmonic components nω m (the first harmonic appears in Eq. (17)) makes the shape of a periodic pattern in Figs. 2 and 3 , as its overall repetition period is controlled by the mechanical frequency ω m . This feature is unique to quantum OMS in strong coupling regime, and reflects the fact that stable quantum states of OMS are not static, i.e.ρ(t) = 0, in the regime. Here we provide an interpretation for this result with the OMS state evolution neglecting damping to environment (κ and γ m are very small to be neglected). For a zero temperature OMS driven at the detuning ∆ 0 = 0, its pure quantum state Te −i t 0Ĥ S (τ )dτ |0 c,m under such condition can be approximated by the state simply from a time varying drive, whereφ
In deriving the state in (19) we have applied the decomposition in Eq. (7) to the system HamiltonianĤ S (τ ) in (4). The oscillating functionŝ φ m and χ m in the phases of Eq. (19) give rise to all harmonic components of the quantum state. Eq. (19) thus explains the cause for the dynamic quantum states of strongly coupled OMS.
The damping due to the considerable rates κ and γ m will certainly decohere the quantum states of OMS, and it also determines the transient behaviors of OMS approaching stable phases. In Figs. 2 and 3 the transient behavior of X c lasts for a period in the order of 1/κ. As a comparison, we give an example of the mechanical quadrature X m = x m evolution in Fig. 4 . This quantity, which is proportional to the square of E/κ, is calculated with the averaged transformationÛ † (t, 0)x mÛ (t, 0) over the initial cavity vacuum state and mechanical thermal state, as well as the associate reservoir states; see Appendix C. One sees that it takes time in the order of 1/γ m for mechanical quadrature X m to reach stable oscillation.
C. Cavity photon number in strong coupling regime
The dynamics of cavity field can be clarified further by the decomposition of the system-reservoir evolution U (t, 0) =V E (t, 0)V OM (t, 0)V D (t, 0). This decomposition helps to determine the contributions to a system observable by different physical factors. Below we study the effects of the decomposed processes on the mean cavity photon number n P = â †â . The system-reservoir coupling processV D (t, 0) modifies n P as it affects the (16) . The cavity photon number solely generated by a pure drive is shown by the thin solid (blue) lines for comparison. Here the system parameters are E/κ = 0.01, g/κ = 2, ωm/κ = 2, ωm/γm = 100, and T = 0. The left frame shows the photon number evolution at the detuning point ∆0 = ωm, and the right frame depicts the photon numbers at κt = 40. (6) of Ref. [13] . The parameters of the system are chosen as g/κ = 2, ωm/κ = 2, ωm/γm = 100, ∆0 = 0, and T = 0.
system operatorsâ andb inV † S (t, 0)âV S (t, 0) when acting on it; such effect exists for OMS at any temperature T > 0 though it is not a major factor. The photon number n P is primarily determined by the pure drive processV E (t, 0) and the optomechanical coupling procesŝ V OM (t, 0). These main factors are described in Fig. 5 showing the evolution of the photon number n P at T = 0 and its snapshot for different driver detuning at a particular moment. Similar to the evolution of cavity quadrature, mean cavity photon number tends to a steady periodic oscillation after a period in the order of 1/κ; see the left frame of Fig. 5 . The interference term from the two processesV E (t, 0) andV OM (t, 0) contributes to the asymmetry of n P in the blue and red detuning regime, as shown in the right frame of Fig. 5 . The coupling processV OM (t, 0) increases n P from that of a pure drive processV E (t, 0). For the example depicted in the figure, it magnifies the cavity photon number by more than three times around the zero-detuning resonance. This is different from the displaced oscillator picture in [12, 13] , where the optomechanical coupling suppresses the photon number n P at the point instead. The significant deviation between the cavity photon numbers calculated in our approach and in the linearization approach [12, 13] is shown more completely in Fig. 6 , which plots the photon numbers as the function of the driving intensity E/κ. Our approach predicts a much more significant optomechanical coupling effect corresponding to the second term in Eq. (15) .
Contrary to the mechanical noise effect under the condition γ m ≪ κ, cavity noise considerably affects system observables in strong coupling regime. Such noise cor-rects the pure drive operatorĜ(t, τ ) in the process of optomechanical coupling; see (16) . The correction takes effect as long as there exists a time window in which the correlation function Γ c (τ, τ ′ ) of the induced cavity colored noisen c does not vanish. In Fig. 5 we compare the numerically calculated n P with both Γ c (τ, τ ′ ) = 0 and Γ c (τ, τ ′ ) = 0 for the drive operator in (16) . The mean cavity photon numbers in the two situations differ along the most of detuning range. Prominently the cavity photon number resonance around the red detuning point ∆ 0 = ω m and under the approximation Γ c (τ, τ ′ ) = 0 is smoothed out by the cavity noise.
Another interesting phenomenon in strong coupling regime is the shift of cavity photon number resonance from the zero detuning to the red detuned side. Given the same ratio g/κ, such shift will appear in the bad cavity regime with ω m /k < 1; see the example in Fig. 7 . This could be explained with the mechanical oscillator displacement in proportion to g/ω m = (g/κ)×(ω m /κ) −1 , which is larger in bad cavity so that the effective cavity resonance frequency will be shifted to a smaller value (note that the cavity resonance frequency is inversely proportional to cavity size).
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the dynamics of OMS weakly driven in strong coupling regime. The damping of cavity field and mechanical oscillator is treated with stochastic Hamiltonian for the coupling between system and reservoir [19] , which is also recently applied to study OMS in weak coupling regime [22] . Different from most previous studies, the properties of OMS described here are about the situations when they are genuine quantum objects, for example, a quantum mechanical oscillator strongly coupled to a cavity single photon, rather than their classical steady states plus quantum fluctuations. For the systems in such regimes, we illustrate the dynamical evolution of cavity quadrature and mean cavity photon number under weak continuous-wave drive, as well as the significant cavity noise effect accompanying strong optomechanical coupling. The method we provide is straightforwardly applicable to OMS driven by pulses acting for limited evolution time. We expect that the dynamics of general quantum systems with strong nonlinearity and in dissipative environment could be better understood in our approach as well.
has been used. From this small increment we will obtain the transformationV D (τ 2 , τ 1 )ĉ iV † D (τ 2 , τ 1 ) by the following accumulation pattern:
where
′ with its conjugate does not take the form of delta function, so it can be regarded as a colored noise operator.
C. System Operator Transformations under Optomechanical Coupling
The system operator transformations underV OM (t, 0) in the decomposition of the overall system-reservoir evolutionÛ (t, 0) =V E (t, 0)V OM (t, 0)V D (t, 0) will be derived in this appendix. Here we use the notationV OM (t, 0) = T exp{−i
The two infinitesimal transformations for determining the transformationV † OM (t, 0)âV OM (t, 0) are
and e iĤOM (t,τi)δτĜ
where Γ c (τ i , τ j ) = e −κ|τi−τj |/2 − e −κ(t−τi)/2 e −κ(t−τj)/2 . Also there is the commutation relation
due to the non-commutativity ofX m (t, τ ) andP m (t, τ ). One of the advantages in our approach of combined system-reservoir unitary evolution is the availability of the propertyÛ
) of a unitary transformation. This property enables one to obtain a formal expression for the transformationV † OM (t, 0)âV OM (t, 0) as follows:
To apply (C-5) to numerical calculations, one should find the proper forms ofK C m (t, τ ) andĜ C (t, τ ). The modified operatorK C m (t, τ i ) is obtained by the successive infinitesimal unitary operations (from τ i+1 to t) onK m (t, τ i ), which comes from the infinitesimal transformation e iĤOM (t,τi)δτâ e −iĤOM (t,τi)δτ at the moment τ i ; see the following:
The above equation is expanded tô
The term carrying the decayed correlation function e −κ(t−τ ) m(τ, τ i ) in the integrand can be neglected. Next, based on the infinitesimal transformation (C-3), one will also find
The last term with the decayed correlation function e −κ(t−τ )/2 Γ c (τ, τ i ) in the integrand can be well neglected, and the remaining terms will be expanded by the iteration of the above tô
(C-9)
In principle, the negligence of the integrals carrying the decayed correlation functions for Eqs. (C-7) and (C-8) is the only approximation made in our procedure. For a point τ i outside the vicinity of the end time point t, the decay factor e −κ(t−τ )/2 completely damps the correlation function Γ c (τ, τ i ) inside the correlation time window around it to zero, so there is no contribution from the neglected integral. The correlation function m(τ, τ i ) defined in (C-4) takes the form of oscillating function for large quality factor ω m /γ m ≫ 1, suppressing the integral of the positive term V † OM (t, τ )â †âV OM (t, τ ) even without the damping factor e −κ(t−τ ) . More approximations could be made to simplify the above expressions. First, the summation of multi-folded integrals in (C-9) can be conveniently estimated given a short correlation time window of the colored cavity noise, in which the drive operatorĜ(t, τ ) changes slowly. In this way such summation can be approximated by a time-ordered exponential. Second, for a weak drive of E/κ ≪ 1, the operatorK C m (t, τ i ) can be simply approximated byK m (t, τ i ). Putting these approximations together, one will have the following closed form of the transformation V † OM (t, 0)âV OM (t, 0) = e 
